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By Deborah Levy

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Billy and Girl, Deborah
Levy, In the Freezerworld toy section, all the girl princess dolls stand proud in their tiny gold shoes.
Big hair and luned-out stares. Girl says, listen, one day I will have a kingdom too. Billy and his sister,
Girl, are clever, stylish and damaged. They live somewhere in England and are searching for their
missing mother. They think she might be lurking in Freezerworld, a mega superstore on the edge of
a motorway. Yet it is a young woman stocking the shelves in this 'frozen world' who attracts their
attention. Girl, who wants a proper name, feels a special bond with her as she gazes at the name
tag on her uniform. Will she lead them to their mother? Billy & Girl is both a joyful contemporary
fairy tale and a hard hitting critique of the beginning of frantic consumerism in the 1990s.
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This book is very gripping and fascinating. Yes, it is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this pdf to discover.
-- La va da  Nikola us-- La va da  Nikola us

The ebook is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am e ortlessly can get a enjoyment of reading
a written publication.
-- K ia r r a  Schultz  III--  K ia r r a  Schultz  III
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